Press Release – “Can't Hold On (acoustic)”
The 2015 release by Australian indie-folk Singer-songwriter Alex Edwards:

Steely, galloping guitars proceed viciously forward as Alex Edwards' third single from “Flight Frost” remorselessly
enraptures the listener furthermore in its bleeding heart chic. Indeed, wailing melodies surpass all expectations of
poignancy that pundits and punters might have predicted for the Brisbane-based Singer-songwriter, but even years later,
“Can't Hold On” proves to be both a crowd favourite – and also a candidate for reinvention via the 2022-planned release
“Flown Frosted” - a 5-song EP of democratically elected audience-pleasers reanimated into full-band versions. True, while
this original acoustic track leaves so much to the imagination for what it might construe by way of accompaniment, none
other is its charm, there inlaid... for within the stripped-back desperation is a different plane of connectivity for the
consumer to partake in. And yes, while it has been so many years, the foundations of spacefaring thematics (such as those
found on Alex Edwards' 2022 EP “Fealty Fjords”) really have been laid with tracks like “Can't Hold On” - the journey of a
marooned pilot transmitting back to his home planet in horror at the thought he might freeze in the snow and perish.
Perhaps Alex Edwards demonstrates his songwriting clout once and for all with “Can't Hold On” - it really punches and
roundhouse kicks with the best of the mixed musical artists about town, though whether you agree, more easily it is argued
at least that the song leaves us with the sense that Alex Edwards has worn his cardiology on his sleeve.
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